Class 1 Week by week
Summer 2017:

Week 7

We ended our topic on Growing Plants with some successful
plotting of plants on a plan for Y1. We also used some
common flowers from the playing field and Mrs Norris’ garden
to create art in the quiet area. The children used their
imaginations well and we have some photo’s but the wind
quickly blew away their designs.

Some parents have been asking about where to write comments
in the Reading Diary – this is the same as before, using the
right hand column. We will record the books they take home
in the left column so we can check that they are returned to
school the following week. Please do ask I you have any
other questions.

The class have started Sports’ day practise with great
enthusiasm and we are developing speed and skills. Please
can you check that your child’s outdoor trainers still fit
and ensure that they bring their PE kit to school on Monday
ready for the week. Also, a child in Class 1 has lost a new
sweatshirt – please could you check that your child has
their own sweatshirt and return any others to school.

Next week:
Our theme will be ‘Make It’, encouraging ideas for DT as Y1
make a wheeled trolley and Rec will be thinking of uses for
the ‘junk’ boxes and tubes.
Mrs Fawkes is putting out an appeal for old birthday cards
or pictures that we could use in our creative area. Animals
and flowers are always popular but any child friendly themes
will be gratefully received.

Finally, a reminder about providing your child with a water
bottle for drinks in the classroom. Children may have juice
for lunch but we encourage them to drink water at other
times.
THANK YOU !

